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Size Profile Optimization
for Retail

The Size Profile Optimization that is Needed Now
Size Profile Optimization has been around for years, yet the fundamentals of how to "optimize"
have changed. That change was occurring at an accelerated pace over the years, but then
change came hurtling in – making prior approaches obsolete in an instant. In short, you
cannot optimize size profiles using techniques from the past. They don't work.
Compared to traditional techniques, size profile optimization now requires improving several
pieces in tandem. Some of these are discussed below.
 Demand: If you start with sales forecasts, you have already failed. You must understand the
actual demand of items and incorporate influencing factors such as weather, events,
promotions, traffic influencers, halo, cannibalization, stock-outs, and demand substitution.
Before, much of this was dismissed as noise. Today it can be deciphered and quantified.
 Size Profile Extrapolation: When size sets change, such as from S, M, L to 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, all
small demand does not move to 2 & 4, and medium demand to 6 & 8. It's clean to visualize
it that way, but not accurate. Retailers need intelligent, automated demand mapping of
historical size sets to new size sets.
 Clustering & Omnichannel: Assigning size profiles to store clusters was always flawed. Large
stores dominate clusters and stores vary within the same market. The explosion of
omnichannel means that retailers must consider demand from different fulfillment options
such as curbside and ship from store in creation of store and channel level profiles.
 Alternative & Attribute Hierarchies: Fixed hierarchies are great for organizing, yet they do
not reflect customer behavior. Guided hierarchical clustering based on sales over time
improves accuracy and gives retailers flexibility in their profile selection when ordering,
allocating, or replenishing for specific regions at specific times.
 Speed, Integration, & Control: Size profiles must easily integrate to solutions used throughout
planning and in-season management. While users need better automation and better
results, they also need better control over what profiles are assigned, where they are used,
and improved editing capabilities of the profiles.

Features
 True Demand — Identifies outliers, demand stimuli
and dampening effects to provide a clear picture
of what demand should be for size selling.
 Disaggregated Profiles — Generates store and
channel level size profiles and create cluster level
profiles when necessary.
 Automated Size Extrapolation — Intelligently
automates the mapping of historical size level
demand to new size sets.
 Guided Hierarchial Clustering — Supports
alternative & attribute hierarchies through analysis
over time that provides better predictability and
size profile application over time.
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 Fine-tuned Control — Additional control provided
for retailers for creation, editing, and usage of size
profiles over many traditional systems.

Why antuit.ai
We operate with one goal –
Deliver measurable business & financial improvements
by enriching decisions and workflows at scale.
That commitment makes antuit.ai different by design.
Our approach amplifies this strategy by providing
SaaS solutions that enable fluid processes, leverage
AI, incorporate rapid API’s, and support user
adoption. These shorten the time-to-value and give
you financial flexibility.

Retail Solutions from antuit.ai
 Lifecycle Pricing
 Allocation & Fulfillment
Optimization
 Replenishment
 Demand Forecasting
 Assortment Planning &
Optimization
 Personalization
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Real AI. Real Results
Antuit.ai delivers AI-powered SaaS solutions, empowering world-class Consumer Products
and Retail companies to digitally transform their supply chain, merchandising, marketing
and omnichannel operations. Antuit.ai’s executives, comprised of industry leaders from
SAP, SAS, IBM, and Accenture, and our team of Ph.Ds., data scientists, technologists, and
domain experts are passionate about generating real value for our clients.
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